Reflections based on my experience with production of musical notes in
braille and with training in their use in Norway
About production:
The responsibility for production of braille music in Norway belongs to two public
institutions: the NLB, Norwegian Library of Talking Books and Braille, under the Ministry of
Culture, and the Statped, national service for special needs education, under the Ministry of
Education.
The NLB serves students of music on the highest level of the educational sistem: universities
and university colleges. The responsibility consists in providing students with obligatory
music material needed to realize the study in question. In addition to students, the NLB
serves, at least since 2005, active musicians by providing them with the music material
needed for the exercise of their profession.
The Statped, through section SLoT, Statped Learning Resources and Technology
Development, has the responsibility for production of textbooks within the different school
subject matters, a.o. music. This production is done in electronic format (8-dot braille to be
read on a braille display) as well as in 6-dot braille to be read on paper. The format is
something that he pupils themselves choose. It is a fact that production in electronic format
is steadily growing compared to paper production, and that preference is also increasing
among pupils in the lower school stages.
Looking at this tendency with regard to production of braille music, we soon discover
something of crucial importance: the international standard for writing braille music is
intended for the 6-dot braille system. If one is interested in presenting music material
electronically, it may be argued that 6-dot braille can be read also on a braille display. But
then one meets with something equally crucial: reading music, it is in many cases necessary
to read two braille lines simultaneously, and to perform analyses by means of vertical
reading. Only braille format on paper provides a two-dimensional layout which is necessary
for rendering a comprehension of the musical notes similar to what visual music writing
renders to sighted people.
In music production, Norway follows the international standard invented by Louis Braille
himself and subsequently developed through international collaboration. The use of the
system in the publications of prestigious institutions such as the French AVH (Association
Valentin Haüy), the British RNIB (Royal National Institute for the Blind), and the American
ABP (American Braille Press), contributed to consolidating the system and making it
universal. Collaboration between these institutions and others with greater scope (World
Braille Council, the UNESCO and World Blind Union) has resulted in the publication of three
reference manuals appearing in 1929, 1954 and 1996, respectively.
As for layout of braille music, no publication of the above mentioned type, dealing with this
important field, has existed, neither in Norway nor, to my knowledge, in other countries.
Music layout has been based on "tradition" and on the memory of a few musicians or music
transcribers. The layout of music works borrowed from abroad, especially from Denmark

and England, has influenced Norwegian layout practice. Lately, the OUP, Norwegian Braille
Authority, has been working on a standard for braille layout in Norway, a.o. for music. In its
work, the music group has taken into account: tradition, production in the Nordic countries
and elsewhere, and, not least, pedagogical principles for reading braille music. We hope and
expect that this publication will be available in 2019.
To realize the braille production, the two Norwegian institutions have been using a Swedish
computer program, CX for Word, which the Statped is still using, whereas the NLB has
replaced it with its own system, PIP, which in some respects is under evaluation. The CX
program permits automatic conversion of literary texts into braille standards of Norwegian
and some other languages. Base files for this production have developed from scanned files
and publishers' files to HTML files at the Statped. In all cases, the production has not been
totally automatic, as a pedagogical adaptation is made before the braille book is embossed.
For the production of music, the Statped uses (and the NLB formerly used) the same
program, but the music signs have to be written in, since the program is not capable of
converting music.
In this situation it is natural that the Statped, with great expectations, is looking forward to
the DAISY Music Braille project, hoping that it can reduce the time of production and, at the
same time, maintain a satisfactory quality of character conversion as well as of layout of
music material.

About training in braille music notation
Lately, I have experienced an—in my opinion—worrying situation: several pupils who have
chosen the educational programme of music in upper secondary school, want their music
books to be produced in electronic format. They want the texts of the book only, without
music examples. The reason for this is that the pupils have insufficient general proficiency in
braille and no proficiency at all in braille music notation. All the things mentioned above, and
all the ongoing work to find good and quick ways of production, loses its worth if, in the
future, there are no users who can take advantage of braille music. A crucial question here is
training of braille users in this field.
In Norway it is the Statped that has the responsibility for this training. Blind pupils who are
to use braille learn it from the 1st grade of school on, and in some cases even earlier, from
kindergarten. The teachers carrying out the training usually are class teachers who,
naturally, focus on literary braille. The need for training in braille within subject matters such
as Mathematics, which have their own notations, arises by and by. However, the same
cannot be said about music.
The work done in the music lessons of primary education can vary much from school to
school and from teacher to teacher. Music reading is not the skill given the highest priority
on this level. While sighted fellow pupils in class get a direct visual experience of musical
notes only by looking at the music books and "the odd signs there", the braille users have
nothing in their surroundings that can be related to music writing and reading. No wonder,

then, that many blind pupils don't know that music can also be written and read using
braille, their primary writing system.
To start training of a pupil in music notation, it is necessary that the pupil himself or the
school apply to the Statped, in order that an adviser with the needed competence can visit
the school and give the pupil a course. To maintain the interest after the individual course,
the pupil should receive input and collaboration during later courses regularly arranged by
the Statped for pupils using braille, or during special music courses for pupils who have
already begun learning braille music.
Courses in braille music notation for music teachers are, in my opinion, the most efficient
way to achieve that users of braille in the schools get acquainted with braille music. The
music teachers are those who know which music elements they are to work with in class,
and which writing and reading skills the pupil needs in order to be able to follow the
teaching. During this Nordic meeting we shall learn more about these problems from a music
teacher with long experience in this field. In addition to what is already mentioned, courses
in braille music notation for music teachers offer a valuable possibility of spreading this rare
competence into the local environments.
To conclude the point about training in braille music, I want to mention that the pupils
aiming at the educational programme of music in upper secondary school, before beginning
on this stage, should receive intensive and systematic training in braille music notation,
making them capable of reading and analysing the examples given in the music books they
are going to use.
In the braille milieu it has been a kind of motto to say that braille music notation is very
complex and difficult, and also that the users of braille in the schools have so many
challenges that it might not be a good idea to give them one more. To this, something is to
be said:






The pupil is not supposed to learn the whole system as a bulk at primary school, only
what is needed to be able to read a simple melody: notes and rests, some note
values, a couple of octave marks, simple time signatures, and not much more. The
development of reading skills should go over several school-years.
Challenges can, when well planned and dosed, have an exciting and motivating
effect. In this case, an introduction in braille music notation can give the pupil a taste
of the essence of the braille system: systematicity and flexibility.
Music is much more than a school subject, it is something for life, and blind children
and youngsters should have the same opportunities as sighted children and
youngsters have: playing in school brassbands, making music at home with the family
or in a band with friends, choosing a profession on the same premises as the others
... and being happy!

Thank you for the attention!
Pilar Menéndez

